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Sustainable Industrial Policy

The sustainable development challenge…
Environment

Economy

People

•

EU’s CO2 reduction
targets
 -20-30% by 2020
 >80% by 2050
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Markets by themselves will not deliver
all the needed solutions…
•

Clear Policy Signals are essential – Certainty, Coherence

•

Need governments and industry support:
 Changing price signals e.g. environmental taxes,
emissions trading
 Standards and regulation
 Delivering green skills
 Supporting environmental technologies
 Labour markets
 But…Can Europe combine ambitious
environmental objectives with strong industrial
competitiveness…
Importance of global commitments and action

Overarching Policy Framework…
Europe 2020: 3 interlinked priorities
1.) Smart growth: developing an economy based on
knowledge and innovation
2.) Sustainable growth: promoting a more efficient,
greener and more competitive economy
3.) Inclusive growth: fostering a high-employment
economy delivering social and territorial cohesion
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Europe 2020: 7 flagship initiatives underpin the targets
Smart Growth

Sustainable
Growth

Innovation
« Innovation Union »

Education
« Youth on the
move »
Digital society
« A digital agenda
for Europe »

Inclusive Growth

Climate, energy
Employment and
and mobility
skills
« Resource efficient
« An agenda for
Europe »
new skills and jobs »
Competitiveness
Fighting poverty
« An industrial
« European platform
policy for the
against poverty »
globalisation era »

Europe 2020 flagship on industrial policy

Food products

Textiles

Pulp and paper

Chemicals

Europe needs Industry
Industry needs Europe
Security and space

Industry as solutionprovider helping to tackle
societal challenges

Non-metallic products

Electrical engineering

Basic metals

... ... ...
Machine building

Construction

Motor vehicles
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A fresh approach to Industrial Policy
Promoting
competitiveness (proofing)
and sustainability
Regular reporting
Integrating full range
and monitoring
of EU policies
Member States:
improving the business
environment
Communication and its accompanying documents incl.
Autumn Package of 14/10/11:
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/industrialcompetitiveness/industrial-policy/index_en.htm

Industrial Policy Action Points extracts
Better bringing innovation to the market…creating demonstration projects and
pilot test facilities…
Reducing the fragmentation of innovation support systems…
Promoting deployment of cleaner technologies along value chains with incentives
to facilitate the participation of SMEs…
Supporting social entrepreneurship in Europe, enhancing its public profile and its
access to public and private finance (social investment funds; CSR COM)…
Broadening and deepening Innovation Partnerships…
Strengthening the coordination of Member States’ industrial policies…
Providing a forum for best practices in industrial policies…
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European Competitiveness Report 2011
Chapter 2 analyses knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) and their
role as sources of innovation, technologies and as inputs for manufacturing


“Convergence Process” firms increasingly tend to develop new services as
part of a product package including physical goods;



The share of KIBS in GDP now amounts to some 11% in the EU, 13% in the
US and 8% in Japan (details by MS next slide)



Integration of KIBS in the value chains of other industries - KIBS share of
intermediate consumption in high-technology manufacturing amounted to
some 14% in EU-15;



KIBS activities account for 11% of EU-15 direct exports and 18% of EU-15
exports measured indirectly;



Service output of manufacturing is growing fast, reaching annual growth rates
of 5 to 10 % for the period 1995-2005
2012 focus on eco-innovation & competitiveness



KIBS - Contributions to growth by country, 1995-2007
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Source: EU KLEMS, Release 2009, own calculations.
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Resource Efficiency and Competitiveness
•The Resource Efficiency Roadmap was adopted on 20-09-11:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/resource_efficiency/pdf/com2011_571.pdf
•Competitiveness Council Conclusions of 29/09/11
•2011 Competitiveness Report - chapter 5 on sustainable industry
•DG ENTR study on resource efficiency; Sustainable Industry Brochure
Key Messages

•Significant decoupling of economic growth and environmental impact: increased
energy and resource efficiency of industry over the years
•Drivers of RE are regulation and cost factors – Business case?
•Increasing Resource Efficiency nearly always involves an investment
•The main barriers to increased Resource Efficiency are:
Lack of clear policy signals (predictability !)
Lack of incentives
Lack of information and knowledge (SMEs!)

Thematic or Typological classification of examples of policies…
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ACTION PLAN ON SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION &
PRODUCTION and SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL POLICY …









Sustainable Product Policy Driving the energy
and environmental performance of products
upwards through ECODESIGN
Creating a critical mass of demand through
LABELLING and INCENTIVES for the best
performing products
Energy savings of >14% by 2020 from measures
already adopted – equivalent to more than 30
nuclear reactors
Ensuring a level playing field for Energy
Intensive Industries e.g. ETS Benchmarks and
encouraging development of Sectoral
Approaches
Retail Forum & Food SCP Roundtable, Wide
stakeholder participation; Promote sustainable
products; Reduce environmental footprint of
retail
Green Public Procurement

Environmental Industries - the window of
opportunity…
•
•
•
•
•

•

Focus on eco-industries - Core
eco-industries €320bn, 3.5m jobs
New markets, in Europe and
internationally,
Market shares (25%-40%) under
threat
Use trade policy – upcoming FTAs
Relationship between core and
connected industries; upstream
suppliers and downstream users;
business models
“You are only as Green as your
Supply chain”
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2012 SCP/SIP Review
The goal of the SCP/SIP is to create a dynamic system that continuously pushes
and pulls economic actors in three areas:

•production – to improve companies' resource efficiency and
competitiveness while reducing their environmental impact
•product – to improve environmental performance of products on the
market
•consumption – to create demand for 'green' products and to assist
consumers to consume differently – behavioural economics
New initiatives are being considered/prepared in the following fields:

•Waste as a Resource in a Circular Economy – Better waste management and recycling
•Helping SMEs become more sustainable

•New ways of working – green business models & industrial
symbiosis
•Global Competitiveness & International Dimension – Trade, OECD green growth,
Rio+20…

Future EU policies/actions on GBM & Industrial Symbiosis…?
What EU policies & actions to help realize untapped potential?
Barriers inhibiting a wider take up of GBM e.g. lack of awareness of the potential, lack
of internal incentives in business management, risk factors and transaction costs…
Options in the SCP/SIP framework: Your views/ideas/suggestions?
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/consultations/sustainable.htm - 03/04/12
 public schemes like forums, advisory services provision, networking facilitation
 collect and examine Member States experiences with green business models (e.g.
waste=>secondary raw material from ENV to ENTR in some German Lander)
 collect and analyze quantitative and qualitative information (economic, environment &
innovation parameters)
demand side policies…use of RDI, structural funds, enterprise & envir. programmes…
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Contact:
Patrick O’Riordan
European Commission
Directorate-General
Enterprise and Industry
Sustainable Industrial Policy
Tel: +32.2.29.60903
patrick.o’riordan@ec.europa.eu

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/index_en.htm
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